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1. Introduction and notation. We denote by Mn the set of all

matrices which are bounded continuous real valued functions of t for

— oo <i < co. Pn denotes the space of all elements of Mn with almost

periodic entries and the topology defined by the uniform norm (i.e.,

9l[i4(i)]=l.u.b._»<<<0O[2^?j-i |a.ï(0|]). A matrix A(t)EMn is said

to be approximately similar to B(t)eMn, written A (t) ~B(t), if given

any e>0 there exists P(e, /) such that P(e, t), P~l(e, t), P(e, t)eMn

and yi[P-K- P+A(t)P)-B(t)]<(.
The above concept of approximate similarity was introduced by the

author to study questions of stability [l ] and perturbations of almost

periodic solutions [2], of nonlinear differential equations. In both

cases, elements of Pn which are approximately similar to constant

matrices were of considerable importance. One might expect that

every element of P" is approximately similar to some constant matrix.

Unfortunately the author has not yet succeeded in establishing this

result. Here we prove a much weaker result. Let Gn denote the set of

all elements B(t)eFn for which there exists a real constant matrix A,

whose eigenvalues are all real and distinct such that B(t) is approxi-

mately similar to A. Theorem 2.3 tells us that the set Gn is an open set

in Pn.

The work of Perron assures us that systems of the form :

(1.1) x = B(t)x,       B(t)eF",

may be reduced by a transformation T(t) to a system of the form

(1.2) y = A(t)y,

where A(t)eM„ and is upper triangular, and T(t), T(t), T~1(t)eMn.

Unfortunately, the Perron transformation, T(t), is not constructible

in the sense that it depends upon a fundamental system of solutions of

(1.1). A natural question, however, is the existence of a Perron trans-

formation T(t), with T(t), T~l(t), T(t)eFn. In this case A(t) in sys-

tem (1.2) belongs to P" in addition to being upper triangular. For such

systems a number of results are available [3]. In Theorem 2.1 we
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show that if B(t)EGn then system (1.1) possesses at least one almost

periodic Perron transformation. In §3 we show by means of an exam-

ple that the set of B(t)EF" for which there exists at least one almost

periodic Perron transformation is not open in F*.

2. Almost periodic Perron transformations. In preparation for

Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 we now establish four lemmas. In order to

facilitate the statements and proofs we introduce the following defini-

tions. A matrix B(t)EMn is said to satisfy condition I if there exist

real constants Xi, • • • , X„, with ¿i = min,>y (|X<—Xy| /4) ^0, and there

exists an ili>0 such that the system x = B(t)x possesses « solutions

Pi(t), • ■ • i Pn(t), which satisfy the inequalities:

(l/M) exp[Ay(f - h) -p\ t - t«\ ] £ ||py(f)||/||pyOo)||

â M exp[\j(t - h) + n \t - to | ], / = 1, • • • , », - oo < / < oo.   .

If B(t) satisfies condition I, then any set of solutions pi(t), ■ ■ ■ , pn(t)

which satisfy the above inequalities will be called a distinguished set.

Finally if ^4(i)G2kf„ then [-4(0]' and [.4(i)]i denote the/th column

and Ith row of A (t), respectively.

Lemma 2.1. If A=diag(Ki, • • • , X„), X¿ real and

M = min ( I Xi - Ay | /4) ^ 0,

then there exists an open set of Mn containing A such that every element

in this set satisfies condition I.

Proof. We are interested in systems of the form

(2.1) x = [A + B(t)]x

where 23(/)GM„, 9i[23] is small, and 4=diag(Xi, • • • , X„). We may

assume without loss of generality that X¿<X,-+i, for i=l, 2, • • -,w—1.

For systems of this form it is possible to show [2] that there exist re

independent solutions pj(t) which satisfy the following inequalities:

(2.2) (1/8) exp(Xy¿ - m h | ) = ||pi(0||/||pi(0)|| á 8 exp(Ay¿ + M | /1 )

j = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n.

In the above inequalities p. may be made arbitrarily small by taking

9î[P] sufficiently small. These are the desired inequalities except

that to is restricted to to = 0.

We now remove that restriction. We first observe that in obtaining

the inequalities (2.2) the only property of B(t) that is used is its norm

(i.e., 9c[23]). Thus if we consider the system
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(2.3) X = [A + B(t + t0)]x,

we obtain a set of ra solutions p*(t) satisfying inequalities of the form

(2.2). However, up to a constant multiple, the inequalities (2.2) com-

pletely determine the p¡(t). Thus there exist nonzero constants k¡ such

that Pj(t+to)=kjp*(t) and then from the inequalities for p*(t) we

obtain:

(1/8) exp[X,(< - t„) - tt\ t- h\ 1 £ ||pi(fl||/||p¿«o)||

(2-4) r . n
=   8 exp[Xy(/ - to) + p I / - to | ]

where t and to are arbitrary. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 2.2. Let A(t)eFn. Then if A(t) satisfies condition I with con-

stants Xi, X2, • • • , Xn, M, and M, every A*(t) in the closed hull of A(t)

satisfies condition I with constants Xi, • • • , X„, p, and M.

Proof. If A*(t) belongs to the hull of A(t) then there exists a se-

quence {tí} such that A*(t) is the uniform limit of A(t+ri) as i tends

to oo. Let Pj(t), 7 = 1, •••,«, be a distinguished set of solutions for

the system x = A(t)x. Clearly there exist ra unit vectors pj and a sub-

sequence {t*} of {n} such that lim^«, {Pj(t*)/11py(t?) 11} =Ps- Now

denote by o*(t) the solutions of x = A*(t)x which satisfy the initial

conditions pf(0) —pj. Then it is clear that for t in any finite interval

the solutions p,-(i-t-t?)/[|Pj-(t*)11 converge uniformly to the p*(t). Thus

the p*(t), j= 1, 2, • • • , ra, satisfy the inequalities of condition I and

we have our desired result.

Before proceeding to Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 we introduce some fur-

ther notation. We define Ln as the set of elements belonging to PB

which are upper triangular and whose diagonal terms all possess dis-

tinct mean values (i.e., if B(t)ELn then mean value of bu(t) ornean

value of bjj(t) for i^j). If pi(t), ■ ■ ■ , pn(t) are ra independent solu-

tions of x = A(t)x we shall denote the associated Perron transforma-

tion matrix, which is obtained by applying the Gram-Schmidt process

to the column vectors Pi(t), by G.S. [pi(/), • • • , pn(t)}. For a further

discussion of this procedure the reader is referred to a paper by Reid

[5]. We now note that if <r»(/) = Jfe»p»-(/) where ki^O, i=\, 2, ■ ■ • , ra,

then

G.S,[«ri(/), • • • , an(t)] = G.S.[*ipi(<), • ■ • , knPn(t)}

= G.S.[pi(¿), • • • , Pn(0] X diag[sgn(*i)-l, ■ ' • » sgn(¿„)-l].

Now if B(t) satisfies condition I and pi(i), • • ' , Pn(t), and ai(t), ■ ■ ■ ,

<rn(t) are two sets of distinguished solutions then there exists ¿,-^0
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such that ffi(t) =kiPi(t), i=l, 2, • ■ • , re. Thus

||G.S.[<xi(/), • • ■ , *,«)] - G.S.[pi(0, • • • , Pn(t)]\\

= ||G.S.[piW, • • •,p,(0]X(I-diag[sgn(*1)-l, • • • ,sgn(¿„)-l])|| =2»¿

where k is the number of ki which are negative. In particular, either

G.S.[<ri(<), • • • , c-n(t)] m G.S.[p,(/), • • • , pn(t)]

or else

|| G.S.MO, • • • , <r»(t)] - G.S.[pi(0, • • • , Pn(t)]\\ è 2«

for all t. Finally we note that if A(t)EFn and satisfies condition I

and if A*(t) belongs to the hull of A(t) then if we consider the dis-

tinguished set pi(i). - • ■ i Pn(t) for the system x = A(t)x there exists

a sequence {t,} such that {^4(/+r,)} converges uniformly to A*(t)

and the Py(/+Tj)/||py(T,)|| converges to a distinguished set p*(t) for

the system x = A*(t)x. Furthermore for any value of t,

G.S.[p*i(t), ■ ■ ■ , p*(t)] = lim G.S.[Pi(t + n), ■ ■ ■ , Pn(t + n)]
i—♦ «

and in fact this convergence is uniform for t in compact intervals. We

now consider Lemma 2.3.

Lemma 2.3. If B(t)EFn and satisfies condition I with constants

Xi, • • • , X„ then B(t) is kinematically similar [4] (by means of an al-

most periodic transformation) to a matrix C(t)EL". The mean values

}\* of Cu(t) satisfy the inequalities X,- — /x=Xf^X¿+^i.

Proof. Since B(t) satisfies condition I there exists a distinguished

set pi(i), ■ • • . Pn(t). We assert that G.S. [pi(/), ■ • • , pn(t)] is almost

periodic. We show, in fact, that the family of matrices

G.S.[pi(i + r), • ■ • , Pn(t + t)],    where    - w < t < »,

is a normal family. It is clearly a uniformly bounded and equicontinu-

ous family. Thus we need only show that for any sequence {r¿} there

exists a subsequence {t*} such that G.S.[pi(t+t*), ■ • ■ , pn(t-\-~r*)]

converges uniformly as i—* °°. Since B(t) is almost periodic, by

Lemma 2.2 and the remarks which follow it, there exists a subse-

quence {t*} such that B(t+r*) converges uniformly to A*(t) and

the py(/-r-rf)/[|py(Tf)|| converge to a distinguished set cry(/) for the

system x = A*(t)x. We now assert that G.S. [pi(t-\-r*), ■ ■ ■ ,pn(t+r*)]

converges uniformly to G.S. [ffi(t), ■ ■ ■ ,<xn(t)]. If not, there exists an

í, l/2>e>0, a sequence {/,•} and an infinite set of positive integers

{h(i)} such that
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1/2 >  ||G.S.[pi(/a«) + T»(,,),  •   •  • , Pn(lh(i) + r*(o)j

-   G.S.[<Tl(ÍA(,)),   •   •   •   , &-»(/*(,))]||   >  t.

In addition we may assume that the sequence {h(i)} has been chosen

in such a way that the limits:

lim A*(t + i»(4)) = lim B(t + <Mf3 + r?w) = B*(t)

exist uniformly in i and finally that the ffj(*+fo(o)/|kj(**«))|| and

pJ-(/+ÍMo+r*«))/||py(<MO+T*w)|| converge to distinguished sets for

B*(t) which we denote by <r*(t), • • • , <rt(t) and pf(i), • • • , P*(t)

respectively. But this means that

G.S.[pi(< + ÍA(.) + TA(,)), • • • , pn(t + t%w + T*«))]

converges to G.S. [pt(t), • • • , p*(t)] uniformly for t in any compact

interval. However, setting < = 0, we obtain the inequality 1/2

>||G.S.[<rf(0), • • • , (r:(0)]-G.S.[Pr(0), • • • , P*(0)]|| >c which is
impossible since o-*(t), • ■ ■ , a*(t) and pf(<), • • • , p*(i) are both dis-

tinguished sets for B*(t). This then proves that for any distinguished

set the associated Perron transformation is almost periodic. Since its

derivative is uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous it is like-

wise almost periodic. Thus if pi(i), • • •, Pn(t) is a distinguished set for

B(t)EFn the transformation G.S.[pi(t), • • • , pn(t)] will reduce the

system x = B(t)x to one of the form y=C(t)y where C(t)ELn. The

statement concerning the mean values of cu(t) now follows from

known results [l].

Lemma 2.4. If B(t)EFn is kinematically similar to an element

C(t)ELn where \* is the mean value of cu(t) then B(t) is approximately

similar to diagfAf, • • • , X*).

Proof. Since approximate similarity is a transitive relationship, the

desired result follows immediately from the fact that B(t) is approxi-

mately similar to diag[cn(i), • • • , c„n(t)] [l] and that

diag[cn(i), ■ • • ,cnn(t)] is approximately similar to diagiXj1, • • • , XJf)

[1]-
Now as a consequence of the above results we have the following

theorems and corollaries.

Theorem 2.1. For every B(t)EGn there exists a distinguished set of

solutions for the system x = B(t)x such that the associated Perron trans-

formation is almost periodic.
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Proof. If B(t)EGn then B(t) satisfies condition I and the result

follows from Lemma 2.3.

Theorem 2.2. If B(t)EFn and satisfies condition I then 23(0 GO.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4.

Corollary 2.1. LetA(t)EFn be a symmetric matrix and assume that

the constant terms of A (t) form a matrix A 0 which has n distinct real

characteristic roots; then A(t)EGn.

Proof. Now

exp|   f A(s)ds\ = exp(| A0 + (1/0 f (A(s) - Att)dslij

= exp(4o0-expM (1/0 I   A(s) - A0)ds \tj

is a fundamental solution for our system. However, given any j«>0

there exists an M such that

(1/M) exp(-p | 11 ) áexp( f (A(s) - Aa)ds) = M expf> \t\)

due to the fact that A(s) is almost periodic. Since A o has re distinct

roots Xi, • • • , X„ it is clear that by forming appropriate linear com-

binations of the columns of exp[/¿4(s)ds] we may obtain the fact

that A(t) satisfies condition I. Corollary 2.1 now follows from Theo-

rem 2.2.

Theorem 2.3. The set Gn is open in the space Fn.

Proof. Lemma 2.1 states that if B(t)EG" then there is an open

set in Mn containing B(t) such that every element in this open set

satisfies condition I. If we consider the restriction of this open set to

Fn our result now follows from Theorem 2.2.

3. Counterexample. The preceding results show us that the set of

matrices in Pn for which there exists a Perron transformation which is

almost periodic contains an open set. We now observe that for re = 2

this set is not itself open. The following example establishes this fact

and demonstrates that the distinctness of the X,- is essential in condi-

tion I. For in the example that follows the inequalities of condition I

hold with Xi = X2 = ju = 0 and the constant M suitably chosen, yet there

exist no almost periodic Perron transformations for /¿^O. The exam-

ple is for the case n = 2, however, it is clear that a similar construction

can be made for any re > 2.
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Example 3.1. Let/(0 be an almost periodic function whose mean is

zero but whose integral is not almost periodic. Then consider the sys-

tem

(*\ = (    0        m/(0\/*\

\y)    \-m/(<)     o Ay/'

Now for p = 0 there clearly exists a Perron transformation which is

almost periodic, in fact, all possible Perron transformations are given

by constant matrices and so are almost periodic. For /x 5^0, the vectors

»i

sin

cos

(/>)*)

(/>>*)

and    t>2 =

cos I    !   nf(s)ds 1

-sini   I   nf(s)dsj

form a basis for the solution space. We now show that for any solu-

tion p(0 — avi+bvi the vector p(0/||p(0|| is not almost periodic. This

will show us that all possible Perron transformations fail to be almost

periodic. Since we are interested in p(0/||p(0|| we may consider

p(t) = (a/[a2+b2yi2)vi + (b/[a2+b2]ll2)vi or rewriting we have

P(0

sin 6 sin

sin 6 cos

(/>*)

cos

sin

(-6 + J V(i)*)

4- cos 6 cos Í   I   pf(s)ds

cos 6 sin f    I   ßf(s)ds

Since ||p(0|| = l, we have that p(0/||p(0|| =p(0 which is not almost

periodic. This completes our example.

We note finally that in the case of an almost periodic matrix A(t)

the inequalities in condition I may be weakened so that one only as-

sumes that they are satisfied for t and to in some half line. Then by

passing to an element A*(t) in the hull of A(t) one can establish that

this matrix satisfies condition I. But by Lemma 2.2 the result then

follows for all the matrices in the hull of A *(t) and so in particular for

A (t). We should note, however, that the original set of solutions satis-

fying the weakened inequalities need not be a distinguished set.
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RIAS

METRIC TERNARY DISTRIBUTIVE SEMI-LATTICES

S. P. AVANN

In this paper we show that the ternary operation of a metric

ternary distributive semi-lattice, a generalization of the ternary

Boolean algebra of Grau [2], uniquely minimizes ternary distance.

This generalizes a result of Birkhoff and Kiss [l, Corollary 1, p. 749].

We show, conversely, that in a metric space unique minimizing of

ternary distance determines a ternary operation with respect to which

the space is a ternary distributive semi-lattice. Particularly, a lattice

whose graph satisfies the unique minimal ternary distance condition

and certain finiteness conditions must be distributive. This answers

a question proposed by Birkhoff and Kiss [l, p. 750].

1. Definitions and postulates. We state our results at the close of

this section.

A ternary distributive semi-lattice, hereinafter abbreviated TDSL,

is a set of 3 elements closed with respect to a ternary operation (a, b, c)

satisfying the following identities.

(Tl) (a,a,b)=a.
(T2)  (a, b, c) is invariant under all 6 permutations.

(T3) (a, (b, c, d), e) = ((a, b, e), c, (a, d, e)).

Remark. The term, introduced by the author (Abstract 86, Bull.

Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 54 (1948) p. 79), is a natural one in view of

Lemma 3. If in Lemma 3 there exists a'E3 satisfying
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